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 EMPOWERING THROUGH EDUCATION 

The perception of education as enlightenment endorses the traditional 

Indian outlook: Education should be advancement in life; not merely a means 

to it. The institution believes in individual empowerment as the founding 

principle of imparting education. The implication and in turn the 

implementation insist on self-reliance in intelligence – problem finding and 

problem solving, par excellence in career building – professionalism and 

personality, and exemplar of social behaviour – conduct and 

conscientiousness. 
 

 UPHOLDING SOCIAL VALUES 

The identity of an individual or an institution is often punctuated by the 

values it upholds. Be it social or moral, personal or professional, these values 

define the access point between the entity and the society. The institution is 

imperative in inculcating social values as an inevitable component of its 

commitment to education, for it believes that education without values is 

energy without an envelope – dissipation is imminent.It strives to transform 

potential Homo sapiens into productive human beings emphasising on 

values. 
 

 IMBIBING ECO CONSCIOUSNESS 

The longevity of Humanity is determined not only by its proclivity to 

procreate, but also by its propensity to preserve its environment. Symbiosis 

should be insisted in creating an inclusive social system as well as in creating 
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an inclusive eco system. The institution exerts all its resources to rivet eco 

consciousness as an inherent quality in all the aspects of its operations 

including education – singeing intention and action into reality. 
 

 ACKNOWLEDGING PLURALITY 

Inclusivity is the way forward to humanity in its progress towards 

prosperity. The meaning of true advancement can be realised only in a holistic 

harmonious future for human beings. Discarding binary prescriptions and 

accepting plural descriptions will truly enable individuals to attain 

consummation in their conduct as responsible citizens of the world. Tolerance 

and accommodation must become commonplace, deeming them as the 

essence, not merely as virtues of human nature. The institution endeavors to 

construct an establishment that is responsible in acknowledging plurality and 

extending mutual respect to its members by its members. 

 
 TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

Probity should be engendered from within and not expected from 

without an organisation which has committed itself to educating, 

enlightening, and empowering young Indians. Kongunadu Arts & Science 

College is dedicated to being an epitome of institutional transparency and 

accountability. Its members exude objectivity and responsibility as 

fundamental qualities, and various systems are in place to ensure the 

upholding of these values. 
 

 GLOBAL OUTLOOK 

Vision beyond boundaries has always been a part of the institution’s 

mission towards delivering holistic education. A unified global community is 

today’s reality, and the institution designs, develops, and delegates all its 

resources towards meeting the demands of a global environment. Global 

reach has become the basic premise on which the institution builds its plans 

and operations envisioning a future encompassing the whole world. 
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